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Feature films

Angel of the Lord 2
Anděl Páně 2

Angel of the Lord 2 is a loose sequel to the family fairy tale directed 
by Jiri Strach. Petronel, an angel, is still working at the Heaven’s gates 
but is cofident that he deserves a better function. His everlasting 
tempter Uriah, a devil, takes up tempting him. All one has to do to 
know all that God knows is pick an apple from the tree of knowledge! 
And then, the route to the well-deserved acknowledgement is free. 
Petronel and Uriah than proceed to argue about the apple, ant the 
results are catastrophic. The precious fruit falls all the way down to 
the Earth. The confused angel and his friend, the devil-tempter, have 
to quickly enter the human world, find the apple of Knowledge and 
bring it back. The night before Saint Nicolase’s day they get tangled 
up in a peculiar whirl. They meet little Agnes and her beautiful mother, 
a crew of deceitful carrolers, the greedy Košťál and the likable 
Sausage-seller. Before they manage to find the apple and bring it 
back where it belongs, they first have to endure a great adventure 
and get through quite a few dangerous setups. And after a row of 
both human and divine trials, our heroes find out that the true route 
to knowledge lies in knowing one’s own self, in discovering the 
power of riendship, in love and the will to forgive.

95’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2016
Director: Jiří Strach
Producers: Marlene Film Production, Czech Television, Innogy, 
RTVS, Certicon, Attack film, Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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The Good Plumber
Instalatér z Tuchlovic

Lubos is a plumber by trade, a very good plumber – though most 
people see him as a simpleton. He lives with his mother, keeps to a few 
childhood friends whose views confuse him more and more, loves 
his local sports teams and retains a boyish standoffishnes when it 
comes to his interactions with women, something that frustrates his 
mother to no end. Many take one look at him and call him hopeless, 
a failure. For those who take a second look, though, they find that 
Lubos is a giver, a sharer, and more times than not he gives you what 
you need. Unaware – or uncaring – of others� opinions, Lubos lives 
his life leisurely, with a blithe certainty that he has all he needs – until 
he meets the wife of a new referral. After that, very little in Lubos�s 
life remains certain or simple.

83’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2016
Director: Tomáš Vorel
Producer: VorelFilm
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Fiction – TV Movies

Monster
Monstrum

The story of sculptor Otakar Švec, who, as chance would have it, was 
awarded the commission for designing the giant Stalin's monument 
on the Letná plain overlooking the centre of Prague, takes place on 
the background of a turbulent time. Paradoxically all he wished for 
was to keep the love of his beautiful wife Vlasta, the respect of his 
colleagues, and last but not least, to live in a dignified way. Apart 
from the Švec couple, it is also the story of Pavel, young student of 
sculpting, who – by the respect for his teacher and at the same time 
because of his irresistible attraction by Vlasta, creates a complicated 
relational triangle. In contrast with the huge mass of the granite 
monument, the fate of the humans is heading for a tragic end.

99’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2017
Director: Viktor Polesný
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Fiction – TV Movies

A Soul to Redeem
Zádušní oběť

The detective story set in the early 20th century is full of suspense, 
twists and emotions. Love, hate and desire for revenge are the 
strongest motivation for the trio of its protagonists. Military 
trenches are still full of war victims when superintendent Mondl 
arrives from Vienna in a small Czech town with the task to track 
down the serial killer of young men and dispel all doubts that the 
murders are ritual. Who is the perpetrator, and what is his motive? 
Suspicion gradually centres on a few persons, including Alma. 
Once employed as a cook, she now takes care of a little orphaned 
girl Lea, previously a patient of a mental sanatorium, daughter of 
her deceased former employer. The experienced detective wants 
to believe that there's a streak of good waiting to be released in 
every human being. Human animals once damaged the innocent 
soul, and got their comeuppance. The detective finds the truth, 
and opts for justice. But merciless fate soon pays him back!

84’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2017
Director: Jiří Svoboda
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Justice 1–3
Spravedlnost 1–3

The miniseries in three parts tells the story of Richard, chief of 
a criminal police unit. He tries to cover his daughter Lilly who has 
committed a murder. Bloodstained she comes running to him, 
confessing that she has killed her lover in self-defence. When Richard 
learns that the lover was a famous judge, he decides to lie for his 
daughter; he removes the evidence and buries the body – which is 
however soon discovered, and the case is assigned for investigation 
to the very unit under his command. A chase for who will become 
the scapegoat starts. But gradually it becomes obvious that Lilly's 
version of the story is not quite true.

75’, 76', 78'
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (part 1), © 2017
Director: Peter Bebjak
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW

Justice



Fiction – Series

The First Republic II
První republika II

The affairs and quarrels of two bitter brothers, crimes and amorous 
imbroglios are returning in the thirteen-episode continuation of the 
series The First Republic. The events of the second series take place 
eight years later, in 1928. Jaroslav Valenta, Alois’s older son, has been 
released from prison and is trying to return to family life. But he is not 
welcome there: they would rather he leave and go to the countryside 
to work alongside his father on the farm. Brother Vladimír is heading 
a carter’s business, where he is drawing mainly from his legionnaire 
past and contacts made during the war in France. Vladimír’s wife 
Magdalena has taken over her family’s business, thereby making her 
father’s political career possible. Jaroslav, however, is not willing to give 
his rights up and is determined to win back his reputation, respect, 
business success and the love of his two grown daughters. To achieve 
this objective, he has to turn to the people he got to know in prison 
and who occasionally complicate his life. Moreover, he begins an 
intimate relationship with the governess Maria, whose past can lead 
to his downfall again. A series of events begins to unfold that not only 
jeopardises Jaroslav, but his closest friends and family as well. 

Series I – 22×52’ and 11×97’, series II – 13×52’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track
English subtitles (parts I/1,13 – short version; II/1), © 2014, 2017
Director: Biser A. Arichtev
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Fiction – Series

The Life and Time of Judge A.K. II
Život a doba soudce A.K. II

This time round, Adam Klos is not judging family disputes, as he did in 
the first series; instead, he is a criminal judge and is dealing with the 
most serious crimes and challenging criminal cases. Most of the cases 
in the second series have been inspired by actual crimes. There is even a 
fundamental change in Adam’s personal life: he is looking after Laura’s 
daughter and is living with his mother, who had been living alone after 
her husband, Adam’s father, died. Adam’s neighbours are also creating 
an important storyline. Very strange things are happening in the villa 
next door that are stoking his imagination, and when he begins to 
put two and two together, he begins to discuss his thoughts with his 
friend Igor… In each episode, viewers first learn what happened in the 
given case. They thus have the chance to observe how the matter is 
relativized and obfuscated by everyone during the trial. On one side, 
there is the public prosecutor analysing with the police the evidence, 
the proposed sentence and the weaknesses in the defence; on the 
other, there are the lawyers with the defendants recapitulating their 
own strategy and looking for holes in the indictment. This all culminates 
at the court, headed by Adam Klos, where the battle begins and where 
victory or defeat can mean loss of freedom and a life in ruins.

Series I – 13×56�, series II – 13×56�
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (part I/1; II/1), © 2014, 2017
Directors: Robert Sedláček, Bohdan Sláma, Radim Špaček, Petr Marek
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW
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Fiction – Series

The Labyrinth II
Labyrint II

Major Remeš's team, reinforced by new member Richard Franěk, 
is investigating the murder of Monika, an attractive girl killed in an 
extremely brutal and agonising way. There are several potential 
perpetrators. One of them, to whom clues lead the detectives, is 
Osvald, an experienced brute, because of whom the case is growing 
ever more complicated. Through his agency Remeš's team is joined 
also by detective Martina Tesařová who investigated Osvald's 
violent acts in the past when she worked for the vice squad. While 
checking on potential perpetrators from Monika's surroundings, 
the detectives still have no idea that their case is evidently closely 
linked with a certain capable lobbyist. This man, so far basking in 
the glare of his dubious business, finds himself on too thin ice, 
and his only rescuer is defence lawyer Kobza, who however has 
completely different troubles to deal with.

Series I – 7×58’, series II – 7×58’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (parts I/1,2; II/1,2)
© 2015, 2017
Director: Jiří Strach
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Bohemia
Bohéma

Series of six parts, inspired by the lives of Czech actors, actresses 
and film makers during the 2nd World War and in the post-war 
period. Associated with the most-demanded film studios of the 
time – Prague's Barrandov – were such names as Oldřich Nový, 
Vlasta Burian, Jaroslav Marvan, Zdeněk Štěpánek and others. But 
what was the price for keeping a role, and how the actors once 
applauded by the crowds had to pay for it after the war, when they 
were accused of collaboration with the Nazis and brought before 
the "people's court of law"? Bohemia is about the envy, desire to 
feature on the theatre stage and in the film studio at any cost, and 
turbulent political changes reflected in the life stories of the crème 
de la crème of Czech film.

6 × 72’–94’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (part 1), © 2017
Director: Robert Sedláček
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW
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Gendarmes from Luhačovice
Četníci z Luhačovic

A series of historical crime stories from the beginnings of the so-
called First (independent Czechoslovak) Republic, almost a century 
ago. The war was still going on for a couple of months, influencing 
the situation. The series describes it as we perhaps do not know it. 
As regards the public police – they had quickly to get rid of their bad 
reputation as "Austria's henchmen", and so the main qualification of 
the commander assuming his duties in the spa town of Luhačovice 
is the fact that he speaks Czech. All the two newcomers joining his 
team in the chaos know about police work is what they have learned 
in a preparatory course and what's written in textbooks. And before 
they can unpack, there's the first case they will have to deal with.

12×83’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (parts 1, 5, 10), © 2017
Director: Biser A. Arichtev, Peter Bebjak, Dan Wlodarczyk
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Gnome
Trpaslík

Unconventional comedy series, telling the story of an ordinary family 
living a routine life and, as is often the case, there's always something 
that they are not satisfied with. Father Jarda and mother Katka haven't 
been exactly seeing eye to eye for quite some time, 15-year-old son 
Luděk studies at high school but would much prefer being a hip-
hoper, and youngest Janička would like to become a lawyer, which 
her parents frown upon. Her model is uncle Vladimír, the most-feared 
local lawyer. And grandad Václav does everything in his power to 
avoid moving to a care home for the elderly. Their stereotyped life 
style in a small town is significantly changed by an encounter with an 
ancient supernatural force.

6×40’
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (parts 1, 2), © 2017
Director: Jan Prušinovský
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW

Gnome



In Rage
Rapl

Detective Kuneš has a problem once again: he's lambasted the boy-
friend of his ex-wife, and is threatened with dismissal from the po-
lice service. His high-ranking (female) boss has a solution for him: 
"removing" him on an internships in a back-of-beyond borderland 
region. But there's a fly in the ointment. His real mission is to unravel 
the two-year old case of the murder of policewoman Wágnerová, 
the investigation of which has reached an impasse. But the crime 
rate in the borderlands is one of the highest in the whole country 
– involving smuggling, drug production, poaching, prostitution and 
murders. Kuneš has to deal with one difficult case after another, 
and it takes quite some time before he can start doing what he's 
sent to do, and then he does it in fact by coincidence. 

The "In Rage" serial is a follow-up of the series Circus Bukowsky, in 
which the unconventional detective Kuneš is one of the chief cha-
racters and the chief investigator.

13×60'
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (parts 1, 3), © 2016
Director: Jan Pachl
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Jerboas
Tarbíci

The continuation of the animated series about 
jerboas and other little-known African wildlife. 
The stories recount the secret friendship be-
tween two jerboa siblings named Tina and Tom 
and a small marabou stork and their mutual ad-
ventures in the African wilderness. The stories 
are based on real attributes of African animals, 
but thanks to their original poetics, the stories 
help to create a distinct world full of humour, 
fantasy and unexpected encounters.

20×8'
Videotape HDTV, m/e track
English subtitles (part 1), © 2011, 2015, 2018
Artist: Barbora Dlouhá
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW EPISODES

Garden under the Stars
Zahrádka pod hvězdami

An animated series in the tradition of classic Czech 
puppet films about a young Jesus and his family. 
The stories are not taken from the Bible, but are 
inspired by it and emphasise compassion, helping 
others, love and understanding, which are values 
that are valid regardless of one’s faith or religion. 
Jesus appears as an ordinary child, but in fact 
possess the miraculous ability to find a remedy 
for any kind of suffering. We would be able to do 
the same if we viewed the world with our hearts 
rather than our heads.

7×7'30", 
Videotape HDTV, m/e track
English subtitles, © 2017
Artist: Zdena Krejčová
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW
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Animation with narration for children
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Annie and Joey
Anča a Pepík

Animated series for children, presenting the world 
of mice as resembling that of humans. The protago-
nists are two baby mice – Annie and Joey. Children 
can look forward to plenty of adventures, with ele-
ments of secrets and mysteries, in the seven episo-
des – detective stories taking place in Earsted Town 
near Spellbound Forest. The serial is designed for 
children over 8 years. 

7×13�, 
Videotape HDTV, m/e track
English subtitles (part 1), © 2017
Artist: Lucie Lomová
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW

Stories about Mum and Dad
Povídání o mamince 
a tatínkovi

Puppet stories narrated by not-yet-born Tonda 
from his Mum's tummy. We learn how his Mum 
Lucie, who's a painter, and Dad Josef, a joiner, met 
and fell in love with each other, and in the end 
got married. Adventures full of imagination and 
original humour are contributed also by Tonda's 
grandparents. Granny Coco is Madame Chanel in 
her heart, white the other Granny plays the violin 
and modestly calls herself Paganini. And of course 
there are Grandpas Lojza – the confectioner and 
pastry cook, and Antonín – the joiner, of whom the 
house is still full although he's not alive any more. 
Sometimes we also meet the animals living in the 
nearby wood. In short – this family is great fun!

7×8�, 
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (part 1)
© 2016
Artist: Kristina Dufková
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW
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Animation with narration for children

Stories of Amelia 
the Forest Sprite
Říkání o víle Amálce

In the colour cartoon series, children experience 
many exciting adventures with Amelia, the clever 
little forest sprite, who protects her forest friends 
from people intent on disturbing their peace.

13×7�, 
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, © 1973
Artists: Bohumil Šiška, Václav Bedřich
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NOW IN HD

Maxidog Fik
Maxipes Fík

Like every dog, Fík was a sweet little puppy at first. 
But he grows so fast and to such a size that he 
becomes the terror of the neighborhood. Inside, 
however, he is truly kind and clever. His adventures 
start at home with his family, then continue at school 
where he is an exemplary pupil, and afterward out 
in the wide world. He sails the seas, flies a plane, 
visits Africa and the Polar Circle and returns home 
an experienced traveler. 

26×7�, 
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, © 1975–1977, 1982
Artist: Jiří Šalamoun
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NOW IN HD



The Best Friend
Nejlepší přítel

What happens when lowest ranked demon Matěj steels the last 
piece of bread from kind-hearted Ondra? Lucifer punishes him for 
this transgression, and Matěj must now fulfil Ondra’s every wish 
until Ondra tells him he is happy. This may take a very long time, 
however, especially as Ondra has fallen in love with the beautiful 
countess Rozárka and his wishes know no bounds. Matěj first wants 
to return to hell, but things get complicated when he falls in love 
with Marjánka. Ondra is now happy and Matěj has to go home. Will 
Ondra managed to free Matěj from hell itself?

The story is a tale of looking for happiness, love and, most of 
all, friendship, which turns out to be stronger than wealth or the 
infernal threat.

Approx 90�
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2017
Director: Karel Janák
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

The Best
Friend

NEW
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A Wish for the Taking
Přání k mání

Christmas is full of magic and we can run across that magical old man 
in the red suit, red cap, and bag full of gifts for children on almost 
every corner. But we can only meet the real Santa Claus, the one who 
can make any wish come true, only by chance, unexpectedly and 
exceptionally, when we truly deserve it. What is important is to be 
ready for such an encounter and to know what it is we truly wish for. 
In our remarkable Christmas story, this happens to one ordinary boy 
named Albert, and his life is suddenly turned upside down.

Approx 90�
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2017
Director: Vít Karas
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet worldwide (excluding Slovakia)

A Wish for 
the Taking
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Children & Family – Series

The Lowbrow Family II
Mazalové II

The continuation of the successful series takes us back to Oreb 
castle, where affable ghosts and the ghastly Lowbrow family live 
under one roof. We will meet our favourite characters from the first 
series: the stately white lady Albina, the chivalrous knight Theobald, 
the impetuous alchemist Balon, the water goblin Dušička and the 
magic mirror. Living with the Lowbrows in one castle is not easy 
at all for the ghosts, especially when Hugo and Růžena have the 
incessant desire to get rich at any cost. Just as unbearable, are their 
two children, who are now a little older. The ghosts have a new 
problem to deal with, however, as if their failure to organise the 
fairy-tale symposium was not enough: The Book of Spells has gone 
missing and there is a chance it may get into the wrong hands. 
Getting it back will be very difficult, even for our ghosts…

Series I – 14×26', series II – 12×27'30" 
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles (parts I/1,6; II/3)
© 2013, 2017
Director: Biser A. Arichtev
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Outdoors with Jakub
S Jakubem v přírodě

The children of today master computers, the virtual world and 
other modern technologies. No wonder that many adults complain 
that children are not interested in nature. But Jakub, the renowned 
angler and holder of many records, doesn´t agree. This time he 
invites children to join him on an adventurous expedition in Czech 
nature. With him Lvíček and Anička tour wonderful places, learn 
how to survive in extreme conditions, get to know the countryside, 
plants and animals. Jakub takes them to see his friends, each of 
whom has some interesting skills and lets the children have a try at 
them. And of course – as on every trip with Jakub – together they 
will catch a fish.

26×26�
Videotape HDTV, English subtitles (parts 9), © 2015, 2017
Director: Antonín Vomáčka
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Outdoors 
with Jakub

NEW EPISODES



Štefan Margita
Štefan Margita

A documentary portrait of the prominent personage of the world 
opera scene, as well as same time a very sociable, gregarious and 
kind man. Štefan Margita keeps on returning to the Czech Republic, 
even though he could have easily settled down abroad thanks to 
magnificent offers he's been receiving. It is precisely his endless 
peregrination, and the circumstances of his demanding profession, 
that are the central theme of this film.

52'
Videotape HDTV, English subtitles, © 2017
Director: Martin Kubala
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Štefan 
Margita
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Documentaries – Art & Culture & Travel 

National 
Jewels II

NEW EPISODES IN HD & 4KNational Jewels II
Národní klenoty II

The second part of the cycle con-
centrates on monuments officially 
proposed by the Czech Republic for 
inclusion in the UNESCO World Heri-
tage list. Viewers can look forward 
to “visiting” e.g. Luhačovice spa, the 
peak of the Ještěd mountain, the 
town of Žatec, famous for the “green 
gold”, for which hops are conside-
red, the ramparts of the Terezín 
(Theresienstadt) fortress, the Impe-
rial Treasury at Karlštejn Castle, the 
coal mines of Ostrava, and a num-
ber of other places worth seeing.

16×26’ – guide in vision
16×15’ – guide out of vision
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, © 2017
Directors: Jiří Novák, Otto Kalus, 
Roman Vašíček
Co-production: FRMOL s.r.o.
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Up and down the Silk Road
Nahoru a dolů Hedvábnou stezkou

Major mountains of the Silk Road is a unique kind of travelogue. It 
is a series of seven documentaries from a one-off journey along 
the Silk Road (as far as the Himalayas) and are linked to an extreme 
form of ski mountaineering. Martin and Karel will trek and record 
their experiences and visits to exceptional places for seven months. 
They will take their own car towards the chosen mountain ranges 
where they plan to complete difficult downhill runs in areas hardly 
explored by skiers. The journey to the mountains along the Silk 
Road will by itself offer them many cultural and historical subjects 
of interest as well as encounters with local people...

7×40�
Videotape HDTV, English subtitles (parts 1, 7), © 2016
Director: Jana Škopková
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

NEW 

Up and down 
the Silk Road
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Documentaries – Geography & Travel 

Travelling 
Around

NEW EPISODES Travelling Around
Na cestě

A documentary travelogue focusing 
on attractive but less well-known lo-
calities, for example Yemen, Acapul-
co, Ethiopia, Vietnam and other pla-
ces. The individual parts of this series 
bring descriptions of all the typical 
aspects natural, historical, cultural 
and social. However, stress is mainly 
laid on the lifestyles and traditions of 
the inhabitants, because it is they who 
create their environment.

415×27�
Videotape (parts 1–145)
videotape HDTV (parts 146–415)
m/e track, © 2006–2017
Directors: Mojmír Kučera, David Sís, 
Jiří Novák and others
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Documentaries – Life Style / Health

Herbarium IV
Herbář IV

The 4th series of the Herbarium focuses on nature, traditions and 
sustainability, which today concern all of us. All we eat influences 
our health, mood – and as such also our future. This time the 
main themes are public catering, ethics of animal keeping and 
breeding, and above all – environmental protection, bio food, 
herbs and how to cook with them.

12×26'
Videotape HDTV, © 2016
Director: Jaroslav Včela
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Herbarium
NEW EPISODES IN PRODUCTION
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Children Online 
Děti Online

A world in which an ever higher number of children spend their free 
time in a virtual world instead of on a real playground…

This documentary film presents the youngest generation as so-called 
"digital natives", for whom the world of the Internet is an important 
part of their everyday life and a natural process of discovery. The 
personal stories of the three protagonists draw attention to some 
hazards of the Internet – such as cyber-bullying and cyber-grooming. 
Testifying to the seriousness of these phenomena is not only the 
rise in the number of children who turn with the above-mentioned 
problems to helplines, with some unfortunately becoming victims of 
suicides caused by cyberbullying…

52'
Videotape HDTV, m/e track, English subtitles, © 2017
Director: Kateřina Hager
Co-production: Bohemian Productions
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Children 
Online 

Documentaries – Social subjects
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Leoš Janáček: From the House of the Dead
Leoš Janáček: Z mrtvého domu

Leoš Janáček
NEW

Recording of the opera performance in the National Theatre of 
Prague. The novel of F. M. Dostoyevsky (also published under 
the titles Notes or Memoirs from the Dead House), in which 
he described his personal experiences as the tsar's political 
prisoner, inspired Leoš Janáček so strongly that he based on it 
his last opera. The story is situated in a tsarist prison, and the 
content is a narration of the individual prisoners' life stories. In 
Janáček's musical rendering, the memories of the suffering and 
misery which had been the prime origin of the committed crimes 
are full of love of life, compassion with human pain and thirst 
for freedom. Featuring Štefan Margita, František Zahradníček, 
Michal Bragagnolo, Josef Moravec et al. 

99�
Videotape HDTV, © 2016 
Director: Blažena Hončarivová
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet



Les Ballets Bubeníček – Orpheus
Les Ballets Bubeníček – Orfeus

This stage play is freely inspired by the myth of Orpheus. Jiří and 
Otto Bubeníček deal with the descent into the underworld as 
a descent into the depths of one’s self. The Orfeus project formally 
goes beyond the boundaries of dance, physical movement, words 
and music. German dancer Anna Herrmann, popular Slovak actor 
Csongor Kassai and two musicians – Czech cellist Terezie Kovalová 
and French violinist Annabelle Dugast – appear alongside Jiří 
and Otto Bubeníček. The Bubeníček brothers gave this amazing 
performance at the New Stage of the National Theatre in Prague 
at the official opening of the 53rd Annual 2016 Golden Prague (Zlatá 
Praha) International Dance Festival.

74'
Videotape HDTV, English subtitles, © 2016
Directors: SKUTR, Jiří & Otto Bubeníček, Tereza Kopáčová
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Brel – Vysotsky – Kryl – Solo For Three
Brel – Vysockij – Kryl – Sólo pro tři

Solo 
For Three  

NEW

A riveting performance inspired by the life and songs of three 
singing poets from the 2nd half of the last century: Jacques Brel, 
Vladimir Vysotsky and Karel Kryl. Although they spoke different 
languages, they could be universally understood. They were the 
voice of their time, the voice of their nation, but first and foremost 
the voice of the human heart irrespective of time and space. 

This dance theatre piece by director and choreographer Petr Zuska 
is unique in its symbolism, detailed elaboration of the story and 
ingenious directorial concept.

116�
Videotape HDTV, © 2017 
Director: Petr Zuska
Director of recording: Martin Kubala
Co-production: National Theatre
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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Solo For The Two Of Us
Sólo pro nás dva

Solo For The 
Two Of Us     

NEW

Petr Zuska’s dance theatre piece Solo For The Two Of Us 
comprises several levels at once, particularly the relationship 
between a man and a woman, between a person and the demon 
hiding inside of them, between the individual and the society 
of which they are a part, and between us and nature. And last 
but not least, it is a solo for Jaromír Nohavica and Beata Bocek, 
whose music was Petr Zuska’s inspiration this time round.

107�
Videotape HDTV, © 2017 
Director: Petr Zuska
Director of recording: Martin Kubala
Co-production: National Theatre
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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The Trepidations of Petr Zuska
Chvění Petra Zusky

The 
Trepidations 
of Petr Zuska

NEW

Petr Zuska’s journey to top-notch dance and choreography began 
at the Prague Chamber Ballet, passed through the National Theatre 
Ballet, the Munich Ballet, and Les Grands Ballets Canadiens, and 
ended with him as Director of the National Theatre Ballet, a position 
he held for fifteen years until 2017. This documentary shows a cross-
section of his work during his last year as the head of the National 
Theatre ballet and the rehearsals and gala premieres of his last and 
most important works. It also looks at something else of extreme 
importance to him: his family.

52�
Videotape HDTV, © 2017 
Director: Martin Kubala
Co-production: National Theatre
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet


